Payment Gateway / Credit / Debit Card Integration
Confidentiality and Liability Agreement
All customers of Unique links who engage unique links in consultancy / integration or
both service for payment gateway integration for accepting payments on customer’s
website are required to complete this confidentiality and liability acceptance agreement.


This pledge verifies that I understand my role in safeguarding confidential
information and liability details and that I agree to adhere to listed procedures
and guidelines.



I understand that the data / information being provided to me by unique links and
related payment gateway providers are confidential information, revealing which
to any third party will risk my own business / transactions / accounts.



I also understand that the information provided to me by unique links are
intellectual property of Unique links, sharing information provided by unique links
with any other party will be violation of intellectual property rights of Unique Links,
would be unfair and unjustified.



I acknowledge that I have no right to use, reproduce, reverse engineer, publish,
license, distribute, disseminate, sell or otherwise make available to any other
party any information from Unique Links for personal gain or profit or for the
personal gain or profit of others, or to satisfy personal curiosity;



I will therefore limit access to the data to myself / my essential financial aides and
will not share it with any third party web developer / company / individual.



I acknowledge that the information obtained will only be used for my business. It
is my responsibility to secure any reports, screen shots, receipts, card
information or other data obtained from the credit card process, banks or unique
links.



I agree that my obligations under this document will continue after termination of
work for me by Unique Links.



I understand that unique links is providing information / services to me in good
faith as consultant / developers and are in no way responsible for the payment
gateway providers. I will need to learn terms and conditions of the payment
gateway providers and will enter into agreement with them without any prejudice,
impact or claims towards unique links.



I assume all responsibility and risk with respect to use of information, advice,
provided by Unique Links. I agree to hold Unique Links harmless against any
losses, liabilities, claims, expenses (including legal fees) in any way arising from,
related to or in connection with use of advice / consultancy / integr ation provided
by Unique Links.

